Disaster recovery readiness assessment

Unplanned downtime can cost upwards of $17,000 per minute, according to the Ponemon Institute. Gain practical guidance to support your DR readiness, free from vendor bias.

Any number of threats – from a devastating ransomware or DDoS attack to human error – can plague IT systems, hamper business operations and negatively impact customer commitments and brand reputation. But ask any IT leader to cite their biggest DR challenge and you’ll likely hear: making it a priority.

Flexential has a DR team with extensive practical experience in the design, implementation and management of multi-platform DR systems. With a vendor-agnostic perspective, the Flexential professional services team will review and document your DR current state and guide you through each step of implementing the appropriate measures to ensure a swift return to business as usual in response to unforeseen events.

As business demand for 24/7 uptime swells and hybrid IT adoption takes off, legacy DR tactics become obsolete. Flexential allows you to focus on other strategic initiatives comfortably, knowing your DR plan will protect you against formidable threats.

Features

- Expert DR guidance drawing from multi-platform and compliance expertise and real-world perspectives
- Vendor-agnostic approach
- Specific and prioritized recommendations
- Identification of common challenges and oversights
- Set expectations with a baseline report of DR capabilities
- Establish clear DR governance policies and processes
- Reduce vulnerability to unexpected events and interruptions
- Minimize downtime risks and their impact
- Reduce critical data loss to drive productivity, customer satisfaction and profitability
- Ensure compliance with industry standards and regulatory requirements

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at 877.448.9378 or sales@flexential.com
Road test your DR readiness

It’s never a good idea to wait for an actual disaster to occur before putting a recovery plan to the test. The Flexential professional services team helps organizations through the process of testing and modifying the plan to ensure it will work exactly as expected in the event of a catastrophic event. We also consider adherence to industry standards and regulatory requirements, including HIPAA and PCI DSS.

Industry-leading best practices

Flexential follows the latest DR planning methodologies. We customize our readiness evaluation based on your organizational needs, capabilities and resources to create specific and achievable results.

Align on realistic recovery timing

Business leaders and IT teams often have a conflicting understanding of the expected time to recover from a disaster. Having a documented and tested DR capability validates assumptions, sets expectations and helps secure additional resources in advance of a disaster.